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ASTRONOMICAL ALIGNMENTS AT TEOTIHUACAN, MEXICO
Ivan Sprajc

It is known that the grid pattern characterizing the city layout ofTeotihuacan incorporates two slightly do/erent groups o!alignments, skewed approximately 15.5 0 and 16.5° clockwise from cardinal dire.ctions. I argue. that these alignments were dictated
fry deliberate and astronomically functional orientations ofthe Pyramid of the Sun and the ClUdadela. The two struct~res recorded
sunrises and sunsets on two different sets of dates, allowing the use of an observational calendar com~osed of mtervals th~t
included multiples of 20 days and a 260-day period. The evidence presented suggests also that the locatIOn of the Sun Pyra'!ud
was not determined by the cave that is now underneath the structure and is probably human-n:ade, but rather b~ a combmation of astronomical and topographic criteria: the place allowed the temple built there to be Oriented both ~o sunrises and sunsets on significant dates and, in the perpendicular direction, to Cerro Gordo to the north; furthermore, sunrises ~n the so-called
quarter-days of the year could be observed from the same spot over a prominent mountain on the eastern horizon. The dates
corresponding to the Teotihuacan alignments are attested also at other central Mexican archaeological sites and must have
been employed, primarily. for scheduling agricultural and associated ritual activities in the yearly cycle.
Como es sabido, la cuadricula que domina la traza urbana de Teotihuacan manifiesta dos grupos de alin~amientos U~eram:nte
di/erentes, desviados aproximadamente 15.5° y 16.5° de los rumbos cardinales en el sentido de las manec/~las de relo}. S~gun.se
argumenta. estos alineamientosfueron dictados por las orientaciones intencionales y astronOmica,:,ent~ funclOnales de la Plral:I!~~
del Sol y la Ciudadela. lAs dos estructuras, registrando las saUdas y puestas del Sol ~n. dos senes d1erentes de/echas, poslb:lltaron el uso de un calendario observacional compuesto por intervalos que inclufan multlplos de 20 dlas y un perlodo de 260 dlas.
lAs datos presentados sugieren, ademas, que la ubicaci6n de la Pirtimide del Sol no fue de~erm~n:xda po~ la. cueva q~ ac:tualmente .'Ie encuentra bajo la estructura y que es probablemente artificial. sino por una combmaclOn de cnterlOS astronom/~os !
topograjicos: el templo construido en ese lugar pudo ser orientado tanto hacia las salidas y. puestas del So~ en las fechas slgmficativas como. en la direcci6n perpendicular; hacia el Cerro Gordo al norte; m:emas. del mls~ punta pudleron ser observadas
las salidas del Sol en los llamados dlas de cuarto del ano sobre un monte prom mente en el horlzonte e:te. lAs fechas que c~r:e
sponden a los alineamientos teotihuacanos y que estan atestiguadas lamb/en en otros sitio~ ~rqueol~glcos del c*:ntro de Me~/co
deben haber .'lido empleadas, en primer lugar; para programar los trabajos agr{colas y actlvldades rttuales asociadas en el clclo
anual.

ystematic archaeoastronomical research carried out during the last few decades has
revealed that architectural orientations in
Mesoamerica exhibit a clearly nonrandom distribution and that civic and ceremonial buildings were frequently oriented on the basis of astronomical
considerations, particularly to the Sun's positions on
the horizon on certain dates of the tropical year
(Aveni 1991; Aveni and Gibbs 1976;AveniandHartung 1986; Sprajc 1997; Tichy 1991). According to
various hypotheses forwarded thus far, the dates
recorded by the orientations can be interpreted in
tenns of their relevance in the agricultural cycle and
in computations related to the calendrical system; it
has been suggested, for example, that these dates are

S

separated by calendrically significant intervals
(Aveni 1997; Aveni and Hartung 1986; Tichy 1991).
Some authors have reconstructed possible horizon
calendars for particular sites, on the assumption that
prominent peaks of the local horizon served as natural markers of sunrises and sunsets on relevant dates
(e.g., Aveni et al. 1988; Broda 1993; Galindo 1994;
Iwaniszewski 1994; Morante 1993, 1996; Ponce de
Le6n 1982; Tichy 1991).
Since both the accumulated fieldwork experiences and the feedback infonnation generated by
interpretational attempts revealed that the available
alignment data were neither sufficient nor accurate
enough for testing such specific hypotheses, I undertook precise measurements of alignments at 37 Pre-
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classic, Classic, and Postclassic archaeological sites
in central Mexico, taking into account a variety of
facts and circumstances whose relevance had not
been recognized before. Not only the orientations of
civic-ceremonial structures but also the alignments
to prominent peaks on the local horizon, placed
within the angle of annual movement of tht:~ Sun, have
been measured. The analyses of the alignment data
show that the dates of sunrises and sunsets, both
along the architectural orientations and above the
prominent hills on the local horizon, exhibit consistent patterns: the intervals separating the dates
recorded at a particular site tend to be multiples of
13 and 20 days and are, therefore, significant in terms
of the Mesoamerican calendrical system; furthermore, the most recurrent dates apparentlly marked
crucial moments of a ritual agricultural cycle. The
regularities detected strongly suggest that the places
for the construction of important religious structures
were carefully selected, so that certain mountain
. peaks on the local horizon could have be(~n used as
natural markers of sunrises and sunsets on significant dates, and that both the architectural orientations
and the prominent local horizon features alllowed the
use of observational calendars that, in view of the
lack of permanent concordance of the calendrical and
tropical years, were necessary for predicting important seasonal changes and for an efficient scheduling of the corresponding agricultural activities. The
detailed argument and the supporting evidence, as
well as methodological principles underlying the
collection and analysis of the alignment data, have
been exhaustively presented elsewhere (Sprajc
1999).
Teotihuacan, one of the archaeological sites
included in the quoted study, exemplifies Ithe observational function of the alignments employed in prehispanic central Mexico from the Preclassic on.
Teotihuacan Orientations
Teotihuacan is one of the best-known examples, perhaps the prototype, of the group of orientations that
are widely distributed in Mesoamerica and which,
ranging from about 15° to 18° clockwise from the
cardinal directions, have come to be known as the
17° family of orientations (Aveni 1991:269; Aveni
and Gibbs 1976:510). As revealed by the Teotihuacan Mapping Project, the same general orientation
of the grid pattern, adopted everywhere in the city
since the Tzacualli phase (A.D. 1-150), is actually
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composed of two slightly different orientation
groups, incorporated into different parts of the urban
layout (Dow 1967:326; Millon 1973:17,37-38,52;
Millon et al. 1973).1 According to Dow (1967:326327), the Pyramid of the Sun, the Street of the Dead,
and most of the buildings in the central area of the
city exhibit a clockwise deviation of about 15°25'
with respect to the cardinal directions, while the Ciudadela and two major avenues running east and west
of it are skewed approximately 16°30' south of east;
in several building complexes the north-south walls
align with azimuths around 15°30' and the east-west
lines run about 16°30' south of east, whereas in other
cases it is difficult to say which of the two major orientations was being followed. Since the two orientation groups were, as argued below, dictated by the
orientations of the Sun Pyramid and the Ciudadela,
Table 1 presents data on the orientations of these two
structures only.2
The Sun Pyramid's slanted faces (taludes )-even
those having remnants of stucco-exhibit quite irregular lines and divergent azimuths, so that the intended
orientation of the structure cannot be determined
with precision. Millon (1973:53) observes "it is oriented 15°25' east of north in its north-south dimension and approximately the same orientation south
of east in its east-west dimension," but he adds that
some of the readings "taken on the south side of the
pyramid where original construction is exposed [..
.] approached 16° south of east, [... ] suggesting that
the angle produced by the intersection of the west
and south sides of the pyramid is slightly more than
90°." These remarks agree with the results of
Morante's (1996:95) measurements adopted here:
while the north-south axis of the pyramid is parallel
to the Street of the Dead (see Millon 1973:53), whose
azimuth is 15"28', 3 the east-west axis is skewed about
15°45' south of east (Table 1).
It is noteworthy that the Pyramid of the Sun is oriented to the summit of Cerro Gordo to the north
(Hartung 1977:270, 1979:90; Hartung and Aveni
1991:23), as one can observe particularly along the
west taludes, some of which preserve parts of original stucco (Figure 1). The assertion of some authors
that it is the Street of the Dead that points to Cerro
Gordo was corrected already by Tobriner's
(1972: 104-105) observation that the avenue "is oriented instead toward an area just to the left of the
main peak." Considering that a number of prehispanic temples in central Mexico have been found to
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Tuble 1. Ease-west o.rientarion of Ihe Pymmid of the Sun and the Ciudadela at Teotihuacan. The first/second row of data corresponding to each of the two buildings includes the mean azimuth (A) to the east/west and the corresponding norizon altitude
(h), astrOnomical deClination (0), and sunrise/sun set dales. E stimated margins of error, based on divergent azimuths of the lines
measured at both structures, are also given. The alignment data for the Pyramid of the Sun are valid for an observer Oil top of
it, while those for the Ciudadela are true for ao observe.r upon the Temple of Quetzalcoatl.
structure
pymmid of the Sun

Ciudadela

A
105°45' :t 1°
285"45' :!: 1°

106"26' ± 15'
286"26' ± 15'

h
2"0 1' ± 5'
0"22' :t 10'
2°11' ± 2'

0°34' ± 2'

be aligned to prominent mountain tops in their neighborhood (Sprajc 1999), the orientati.o n of the Sun
Pyramid to Cen-o Gordo is hardly accidental, but is
ratber an example of a relatively common practice
that must have been related to the outstanding role
of the mountains in the Mesoamerican world view
(see Broda 1991 , 1993); the aquatiC symbolism of
Cerro Gordo, specifically, exemplifies the underlying concepts (Tobriner 1972).
The alignment data for the CiudadeLa given in
Table 1 are based on my reading taken along the

Figure 1. Pyramid of the Sun at TeotihU3can. Mexico;
view to the north along a western falltd edge aligned to
Cerro Gordo.

dates
- 14°11' ± 1°
14°48' ± 1°
-1 4"45' :!: 15'
15"3 1' ± 15'

Feb 10, Oct 30 ±
Apr 30. Aug 13 ±
Feb 9, No\' 1 :t
May 2, Aug 11 ±

d

3

3d
Id
ld

face·s of the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, its abutted platform (Adosada), and the so-called Great Platform
4
that surrounds the inner plaza. The north-south walls
of the compound are paraUel to the Street of the
Dead.

Significance of the Teotihuacan Orientations
The numerous hypotheses that haye been forwarded
so £'If on the origin and significance of the Teatihuacan alignments cannot be examined here, but
have been exhaustively discussed elsewhere (Sprajc
1999).
The distribution pattern of azimuths corresponding to Mesoamerican architectural orientations
clearJy bows that the latter are largely astronomical, referring to phenomena observable on the horizon (see Aveni 1991:266-267, Figures 74a and b;
Aveni and Hartung ]986:7-1 4, 56, Figure 2; Sprajc
1997, 1999). For the Teotihuacan orientations, specifically, an origin other than astronomical is difficult
to conceive: evidently not influenced by natural
topography (Dow 1967:326), they belong to the 17°
family of orientations, which is probably the most
widespread alignment group in Mesoamerica.
The possibility that the orientation of each individual archileclural complex was established directly
on the basis of astronomical observations must be
discarded: since the horizon altitudes vary, depending on the exact point of observation, the same
azimuths do not correspond in different parts of the
city to the same astronomical phenomena (declinations) on the horizon. It is highly unlikely that particular architectural compounds were deliberately
oriented to different astronomical pbenomena,
because in that case:
(1) tbe genera] uniformity of the urban grid orientation would hardly exist;
(2) we would expect to find consistent orientations of successive stages of a single compound.
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In this context let us recall that Dow
(1967:331-332),comparing orientations of successive
construction phases of the Zacuala complex, detected
considerable but not systematic variations, 5 and thus
concluded that astronomical references were not
employed to orient each individual structure, though
they may have originally dictated the general orientation of the city layout, to which particular buildings
conformed. He also found that north-south alignments
on the Plaza of the Moon were practically identical to
those measured at the Ciudadela, indicating that a
northern star was not used along the Street of the Dead
to orient individual structures, because in that case the
azimuths at the extreme north of the avenue would be,
due to a considerably greater horizon altitude (Cerro
Gordo), consistently greater than at its southern
extreme (Dow 1967:330-331). It is thus evident that
diverse architectural complexes composing the city
layout followed the orientation of certain important
buildings, and that only the orientations of the latter
were astronomically functional and precise.
The deviations of approximately 15,50 from the
cardinal directions are embodied in the Street of the
Dead, the Pyramids of the Sun and the Moon and,
possibly, West Avenue, but they prevail in the central
area of the city (Dow 1967:327; Millon 1973:52,
56-57; Morante 1996:99). The Street of the Dead,
even if it is the most prominent part of urban layout
exhibiting this orientation, can hardly be considered
as its origin: since the north-south course of the avenue
cannot be convincingly accounted for by stellar references (Dow 1967:330-331), it was more likely but
an element of urban layout designed in conformity
with the orientation pattern established on other
grounds. It is the Pyramid of the Sun that must have
imposed the alignments skewed about 15.5° from cardinal directions, considering that this structure
(1) was, in all probability, deliberately oriented
to the summit of Cerro Gordo, situated at an azimuth
of about 15,50 (Figure 1);
(2) is located on one flank of the Street of the Dead
and in the part of the city where the skews around
15.5° from cardinal directions prevail (see Dow
1967:327);
(3) was the largest temple of the city;
(4) was built in the Tzacualli phase, when the
overall grid pattern was introduced (the substructure, !lPparently possessing the same orientation, may
date even to the Patlachique phase [Millon et al.
1965; Morante 1996:92-93]).
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Since the orientation of the Street of the Dead is
determinable with much greater precision than the
orientations of other structures conforming to it, its
azimuth can be considered as relevant and representative of this orientation group. We can suppose,
therefore, that this was the orientation incorporated
into the original layout of the Pyramid of the Sun,
defining not only its north-south but also its east-west
axis. Even ifthe azimuth given in Table 1 (105°45')
and based on the readings along the faces exposed
nowadays is not precisely perpendicular to the Street
of the Dead, the facts summarized below support the
idea that the originally intended east-west orientation azimuth of the Pyramid of the Sun was, indeed,
105°28'.
Assuming that observations were made before
the pyramid was built at the center of its future base,
i.e., on the natural ground level, the alignment of
105~8'/285~8' recorded, in the first century A.D.,
the sunrises on February 11 and October 29 and sunsets on April 30 and August 13 (Table 2; Figure 2). 6
The interval from February 11 to October 29, as well
as from August 13 to April 30, is exactly 260 days;
while it is obvious that the phenomena separated by
this interval occurred on the same dates of the 260day calendrical cycle, we can also recall that the base
of what seems to be the first of two Sun Pyramid's
construction stages measures, according to the analysis of Sugiyama (1993:112, 120),260 Teotihuacan
length units of 83 cm each. Probably both pairs of
dates were important, considering that declinations
within no more than a few minutes off the two values given in Table 2 correspond to several accurately
measurable alignments found at other central Mexican archaeological sites from different periods
(Sprajc 1999).7 It is worth adding that, within Teotihuacan, the orientation of 105~8'/285°28' could be
functional in both directions, recording the four dates
mentioned above, precisely on the spot where the
Pyramid of the Sun was built: due to the proximity
and irregular outline (variable altitudes) of the western horizon, there are few places in the area at which
the two pairs of dates could have been registered on
both horizons with a single alignment.
Consequently, the orientation of 105°28'/285~8
appears to be significant, particularly if we assume
that observations were made at the center of the Sun
Pyramid's base. On the top of the structure, the most
logical place for observations after the pyramid was
built, the same alignment would have recorded sun-
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Table 2. Azimuths (A), horizon altitudes (h), declinations (0),
and sunrise and sunsel! dates corresponding to the alignment
perpendicular to the Street of the Dead, for an observer at the
center of the base of the Pyramid of the Sun.
A
105"28'
285°28'

h
2°11'
1°05'

o
-13°51'
14°49'

dates
Feb 11, Oct 29
Apr 30, Aug 13
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Table 3. Azimuths (A), horizon altitudes (h), declinationS(o),
and sunrise and sunset dates corresponding to the alignment
perpendieular to the Street of the Dead, for an observer on
top of the Pyramid of the Sun.
A
105°28'
28:5°28'

h
2000'
0°20'

0
-13°55'
14°31'

dates
Feb 11, Oct 29
Apr 29, Aug 14

,.........
o

100m

Cerro Colorado,
sunrises on
Mar 23 & Sep 20
sunrises on
Feb 11 & Oct 29

Figure 2 Map of the central area of Teotihuacan (after MiUon et al. 1973), with relevant alignments. The sunrise and
sunset d~tes corresponding to the orientation of the Pyramid of the Sun are valid for the azimuth of 105°28'/285°28'
and for an observer on the ground level; the alignment of 105°45'/285°45', determined by measurements, recorded the
same sunset (but different sunrise) dates, observing on top of the pyramid (see the text and Thbles 1, 2 and 3).

rises on the same dates as on the ground level (February 11 and October 29), but the sunset dates would
have shifted--due to the change in the western horizon altitude-to April 29 and August 14 (see Tables
2 and 3).8 In other words, on the significant dates
April 30 and August 13 the Sun, if observed from
the top of the Sun Pyramid, was not setting at 285°28'
(15°28' north of west) but rather about 15' to 25'
northwards. Surprisingly, we can recall that, according to the measurements, the pyramid's east-west
axis, in fact, does not seem to be skewed 15"28' south
of east (or, for that matter, north of west) but rather
a trifle more (Millon 1973:53). Even though the orientation about 15°45' south of east determined by
Morante (1996:95) and given in Table 1 is, due to
the present state of the building, not particularly reliable, it may not be a coincidence that the sunsets
along this alignment (azimuth 285°45') would have
been observed from the top of the pyramid on the
same dates as from 1he center of the structure's base
in the direction of 285°28' (see Tables 1 and 2). A
possible scenario suggested by these circumstances
is the following:
The builders, originally orienting the Pyramid of
the Sun (and the surrounding urban grid) 15°28'
south of east, did not anticipate that, by elevating the
alignment, the corresponding sunset dates would no
longer be the same as at the ground level. Upon realizing the fact, they decided to correct the orientation,
so that it would keep recording the intended dates on
the western horizon: presumably the upper temple
was realigned first, but later the new orientation was
transferred also to the subsequent construction
phases or enlargements of the pyramid. If this is what
happened, the modified orientation, which no longer
recorded sunrises on February 11 and October 29 but
rather on February 10 and October 30 (see Tables 1
and 2), reflects the priority given by the builders to
the sunsets on April 30 and August 13. A special significance of these dates is suggested also by the fact
that they are marked by light-and-shadow effects in
the so-called astronomical caves 1 and 2 of Teoti-

huacan and in the Cave of the Sun at Xochicalco
(Morante 1993:2:79-108, 1996:172, 176-177, 181).
If one group of orientations in the Teotihuacan
grid was dictated by what was conceivably the most
importanlt temple of the city, it is natural to suppose
that the other group was also imposed by a major
ceremonial structure. The orientations around 16°30'
south of east most probably followed the east-west
axis of the Ciudadela. Since the latter became the
religious and political center in the Miccaotli and
Tlamimilolpa phases (Cowgill 1992: 102-108; Millon 1973:54-55; Sugiyama 1993:104), these alignments might be of later origin than those around
15°30' south of east, as already suggested by Millon
(1973:53,56-57).9 Possibly the Ciudadela's orientation was intended to replace the sunrise dates corresponding to the Pyramid of the Sun with other
dates which, together with those recorded by the Sun
Pyramid on the western horizon, composed an observational calendar with intervals easily manageable
by means of the formal calendrical system: 10 since
the dates of sunset in the axis of the Pyramid of the
Sun delimited a 260-day period, from August 13 to
April 30, Ithe dates of sunrise registered by the Ciudadela could have served for subdividing it into intervals that were multiples of 20 days (Table 4; Figure
2).11
For the moment it seems impossible to ascertain
whether the two Teotihuacan orientations were,
indeed, employed simultaneously, as proposed
above: if the alignments around 16.5° south of east
were introduced later than those skewed about 15.5°,
Table 4. Possible observational calendar for the Pyramid of the
Sun and the Ciudadela at Teotihuacan (dates and intervening
intervals are to be read in the counter-clockwise direction).
alignment

date interval (days) date
100
Ciudadela, sunrise
Feb 9
Nov 1
80
80
Aug 13
Pyramid of the Sun, sunset April 30
105
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TabIe~.

'I\wI powbit ob:\or ....-..tional cakndlr scheme:s foo- ,he
of Xochkako tdalej; and i_...."tOllljll iDltl'>'aJ$ a~
to bt n:~d in lhc coWllc.·dock .... iS( dirfCliI.m).

Acropoli~

Illi!nrncnt
A,ropohs Ea.~l.

~uori5e

AeropoliJ Cen lcr. sunset

alignmtnl

Acropoli, Cfnlc,. WnflIi(:

inter.at (dayS)
"Xl

"""

No. 2

Feb 10

May I

,=

"

OJ

Aug t4

'"

imc,..,.alldaysl dille

'"

Feb t2

OJ
Aaopotil; We$!. $On .....

M~y

d,,,

OJ

"'".
Aut t l

3

"Xl

!IIgun l. Sunri"" on February II , 1m , ob5eT'M along 1M axis of fcnlra l stdion or Ih e Acropolis 01 Xechlcllioo.
Mexico.

the latter'S observational functio n may have been at
that time abandoned. However. the OCClllTence of
both alignment groups at several archaeological sites
from later periods does suggest their s imultaneous
u~ (Spnlje 1999). The best exampl e is the Epiclassic s ite of Xochica1co, where both orientations are
embodied in tbeAcropolis and associated structures.
all of them evidently from the same period (ca. A.D.
700-900). The cenrraI and uppennost sec tion o f the
Acropolis was oriented to sunrises on February 12
a nd October 30, and to sunsets on May 1 and August
14 (Figures 3 and 4), while the eastern and western
sectio ns marked, respectively. su nrises on February
10 and November 2, and s unsets on May 3 and
August 11. Here it seems obvious that both pairs of
th e latter series of dates were relevant: s ince the elelIated centml sectionoftheAcropolis blocks the lIiC\l,'
from the eastern section to the west and from the
western section to the east. the orientations of the
eastern an d western sections could have been functional only to the east and west, respectively dipraj c
1999). Therefore, two observational calendar
schemes cou ld have been used simultaneously (fable
5). At other sites. such as TeQ(ihuocan. only one of
the two schemes may have been employed.

Thedates registered by both groups of alignments
oftbe 17" fami ly, though perhaps not al] of them were
equally important. probab ly marked four c ri tical
moments in the maize c ultiva tion cycle. correspo ndi ng to preparatory works in the mi lpa (February), the onset of Ihe rainy season and the time fo r
planting (around May 1). titeripeni ngofthefirst com
cobs in some areas (August). and theend of the rainy
season and the beginning ofhar\'est (around November I) (see Iwaniszewski 1991 ). However, the fact
that practically the same declinations (dates) are
recorded by a lignments at a number of si tes, e\'e n in
ecologically d ifferent zones, and that traditional festivities with predominantly ag ricultural symbolism
are still celebrated in various ind igenous communities around February 10, May 1. August 10. and
November I (Broda 1993; Iwaniszewski 1993:291:
Spmjc 1999), suggests the existence of a riTual or
canonical agricultural cycle: Ihedates involved must
have been canonized prcdsely because tbe intel'\'als
separati ng them were easy to handle by means of the
sacred 260-dayca1endaroounl. The 17°-family align.
men ts can thus be interpreted as marking ritual ly
important moments that introduced panicularSiages
of the maize cultivation cycle. whereas the delenni-

f ,gun: '" S u",,",' on April 1fI. 1998, <Ibsen'..:! alonl!.l he uis

"r (enlrai _ Ii"" M Ih .. A<ropoI~ a l XOOhlcalco. Muito.

nation of exact times appropriate for initiati ng the
correspondingagricultum.l. worksdcllendedon a vari ety of oth er, mostly practical. considerations selated
10 specific env ironmenta l ci rc um stances (Sprajc
1999: for ethnograph ic analogies from the U.s.
Southwest. see Zeilil: 1985).
Astronomi cal Motives ror the Location of the
Pyramid of the Sun
Aftcr a cave had been found undemeath the Pyramid of lhe Sun in 1971. Doris Heyden (1973. 1975,
1981 :3--4. 28. 1991 :502) argued it wa.~ this gr()(toapparentl)' considered more snc red tha n other caves
in Ihe valle)'. perhaps becausc it had a four-petalflower form- that detemlinoo the ploce where the
earl y teotihuacanos, prob:lbly in the P:lliachique
phase, bu ilt a s maU shrine, which was later covered
by the Pyramid of the Sun.
1llc hYp!xhesis has been widely llC'Cep:ed. HO\II1;:\-ef,
the res ults of recently accomp lished geophysical
rcse::rn.:h suggest thaI the cave under the Sun Pyramid,
formerl y believed to be natural (though artificially

mod ified ), is rather en tirely man-made (Barba
1995:22- 23,73: Manzanilla 1995:156). Ba rba
(1995:23) aftlml s that. while there is no nalUral formation process thm could account for the presence of
a cavity on that spot, a great similarity exiSL~ lO.·ith the
excavation techniquesalle.<oled in omercav-es in the::trea.
This discovery has obviously a very important
implication: iflhccave is artificial. its location could
nOl have been a delemrin011l of the place of conslnlctioll of the Sun Pyrumid, but rather mu st have
been delermined by other motives. Accordi1lg to
Barba (1995:22). the cave cou.ld have been excavated
before. during. or :lfler the building of the pyramid.
Ellen assuming it :mtedated whatevcr Slmcture built
there, the question remains: why was it excavated procisely on th.11 spot? Barba believe; the teotihuacanos
had a \'ery clear reason for exc.wating it there, and I
hope to be ublc 10 corroborate his opinion.
As a lready mentioned, the orientation o f the
north-south axis of the Pyramid of the Sun to lhe peak
of Ce rro Gordo 10 the north is hardly fortuitous. On
the other ba nd. I have argued above tltat the origi·
nally plnnned east-weil a'\is of the pyramid pointed
to sunris e!> OIl four dates of the tropical year registered by alignments at various sites. Since theobserva tion points where the four dates can be recorded
by asillgle alignmen t arecond itioned byhoriwna\ti.
IUdes in both directions of the alignmelll, the nUffiberof poinL~ fulfilling therequisite is. in an area with
irregularhori1.On outlines. reduced. Iflhe purpose of
the architects ....'35, moreover, to bui ld a temple with
its north-south ax is alig ned to Cerro Gordo. thecri·
teria for selecting an aOO:juate place became highly
restricled. particularly if an additio na l requiremcm
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Figure 5. Sunrise over Cerro Colorado on March 22, 1993, observed from the top of the Pyramid of the Sun at
Tootl huacan, Mexico.

was that the building have a rectangular ground plan.
The latter, however, was not necessarily one of the
goals the builders proposed to themselves, if we consider that grollnd plans of various prehispanic buildings are far from being perfect rectangles (the
CiudadeJa of Teotihuacan being the nearest example). In fact, the right angles achieved in the original
design of the Pyramid of the Sun may have resulted
simply as a consequence of other conditions.
The results of my analysis of the alignment data
related to prominent horizon featu res at a number of
archaeological ites in central Mexico sugge t that
£he important ceremonial structures were built on
carefully selected places, which allowed certain
mountain peaks on the local horizon to be employed
as marker of sunrises and sunsets on culturally significant dates (Sprajc 1999). In the light of comparative evidence it seem very likely that the Pyramid
of the Sun of Teotihuacan was built on the place
from where the sunrises over the mountain top of
Cerro Colorado (or Tipayo) visible on the eastern
horizon (note that another hill called Cerro Colorado
is located west of Teotihuacan) could be observed
on March 23 and September 20 (Figures 2 and 5;
Table 6). These dates, commonly known a quarter
days-because together with the olstices they divide
the year into four parts of about equal length

(SomerviUe 1927:33)-are recorded by orientations
at a number of archaeological ites in Mesoamerica
(ponce de Le6n 1982:60; 1991; Sprajc 1990,1995,
1999; Tichy 1991 :56-64). Taking into account a
probable connection between the decli ne of
Cuicuilco. whlch provoked migrations to the north,
and (he foundation of Teotihuacan (ManzaniUa
1993:64; Par on 1987:68; Sander et al.
1979:99-107), as well as the sjmilarities in urban
configuration of the two centers (Sanders et al.
1979:76), it eem particularly significant that also
at Cuicuilco, when ob erving on the circular pyramid, the Sun rises on March 23 and September 20
above a mountain peak (Cerro Papayo) on the eastern horizon (Broda 1993:278, Figure 9.9; Ponce de
Le6n 1982:32, 60; s p~c ] 999).
Table 6. Azimuth (A), altitude (h) and declination (B) of
Cerro Colorado and the corresponding sunrise dates, for an
observer on top of the Pyramid of the Sun (if observed at the
center of the pyramid's base, i.e., on the ground level, the
mountain-h aving only a slightly greater altitude and declination- marked sunrises on the same dates). The ali gnment
data correspond to the center of the mountain's relatively flat
top (whose angular width is 34', almost equalling the Sun
disk's diameter).

mountain
A
h
dales
Cerro Colorado (!'ipayo) 89"30' 1"55' 1"02' Mar 23, Sep 20
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Consequently, the criteria for the location of the
Pyramid of the Sun probably included the desire that
Cerro Colorado on the eastern horizon should have
marked sunrises on the quarter days of the year. If the
mountain, situated at a distance of 20.6 km from the
Sun Pyramid, was to serve this end, and if, at the same
time, the east-west orientation of the pyramid was
intended to register sunrises and sunsets on the four
relevant dates discussed above, the observation point
could not be located more than about 100 m east or
west of the actual center of the pyramid. Observing
at whatever spot within the area permissible for the
temple's construction, the peak of Cerro Gordo was
situated roughly along the perpendicular to the
required east-west alignment; it can be imagined that
the place, which not only satisfied astronomical criteria but also allowed a building with rectangular
ground plan to be oriented in its north-south dimension to the impressive mountain to the north, acquired
an enormous symbolic significance (Figure 2).
If the cave underneath the Pyramid of the Sun is,
indeed, artificial, the fact that the temple was not built
above any of the natural caves in the Teotihuacan Valley would suggest, precisely, that considerations of
other kind were more important for the selection of
the site; the nature of these considerations is indicated by the properties of the place that was, according to the arguments exposed above, unique as to the
combination of significant alignments. If the evidence presented accounts for the location of what
must have been the most sacred site ofTeotihuacan,
it would be understandable that a cave with a symbolically significant form was excavated there, either
before or after the construction of a temple. As Barba
(1995:23) remarks, the new finding makes the cave
unnatural, but it does not diminish its sacredness.
Indeed, Heyden (1981:14, 38, 1991:512) mentions
that artificial caves or tunnels have been found in the
Preclassic pyramid at Totimehuacan, Puebla, under
the temples of Mayapan and at other Maya sites.
Furthermore, artificial or man-modified caves have
been found to mark site centers or places of particular ritual importance at various archaeological sites
in the Guatemala Highlands (Brady and Veni 1992).
Consequently, the artificial grotto beneath the Pyramid of the Sun ofTeotihuacan would not be an exceptional case. On the contrary, upon studying early
colonial documents, Garda-Zambrano (1994:218)
concludes that the foundation of prehispanic settlements often included the practice of excavating a cave
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and approximating its shape to that of the mythological cave with internal niches.
As Millon (1973:49) put it, "the rise of Teotihuacan, the economic center, cannot be understood
without reference to the simultaneous rise of Teotihuacan, the sacred center." Indeed, religion may have
played an important role in the foundation and
growth of Teotihuacan (Cowgill 1992). If volcanic
eruptions occurring during the Late Preclassic in the
Sierra de Chichinautzin, which encloses the Basin
of Mexico from the south, caused population decline
in the area of Cuicuilco and provoked migrations to
the north of the Basin, it is possible that both the volcanic phenomena and the consequent ecological disaster produced a strong psychological impact on the
immigrants from the south, giving rise to the formation of a specific system of worship. If so, religious concepts and the associated political ideology
may have become significant components of social
cohesion, necessary for agricultural intensification
and political centralization that can account for the
massive population nucleation attested in Teotihuacan from 100 B.C. to A.D. 100 (see Barba 1995:69,
72,74; Manzanilla 1993:64; Millon 1981 :235; Parsons 1987 :68; Sanders et aI. 1979:99-107). Since the
site chosen to be the central place of worship had
such remarkable properties in terms of astronomy
and sacred geography, it may have contributed substantiallyto the enormous religious significance of
Teotihuacan, making it a focus of pilgrimage on an
"international" level.

Concluding Remarks
The evidence discussed above suggests that the city
layout of Teotihuacan incorporated alignments dic- .
tated by the astronomically significant orientations
of the Pyramid of the Sun and the Ciudadela, and
that the place for the construction of the Sun Pyramid, the oldest and biggest of the main temples, was
selected on astronomical grounds, which included
the purpose of employing a prominent peak on the
local horizon as a natural marker of the Sun's position on the so-called quarter days of the year. The
analysis of the alignment data corresponding to the
two principal ceremonial and civic structures of
Teotihuacan has shown that a solar observational
calendar could have been employed, composed of
calendricaJly significant and, therefore, easily controllable intervals. The probability that such was,
indeed, the function of these orientations is increased
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by the fact that observational calendars with similar
structural characteristics have been reconstructed for
a number of central Mexican archaeological sites
(Spr~c 1999). In view of the distribution of dates
involved, they must have had practical uses, allowing an efficient scheduling of agricultural and associated ritual activities in the annual cycle. While
some dates frequently recorded by the alignments
probably marked crucial moments of a canonic or
'ritualized agricultural cycle, others must have had
"auxiliary" functions. Since the intervals composing
observational schemes were multiples of basic periods of the calendrical system, it was relatively easy
to predict the most important dates, knowing the
sequence of the intervals involved and the mechanics of the formal calendar. This anticipatory aspect
of observational calendars must have been of major
significance. Important dates, supposing they were
related to subsistence activities, had to be announced
ahead of time, because the ceremonies officially
inaugurating certain stages of agriCUltural cycle had
to be prepared with due anticipation; on the other
hand, direct observations on relevant dates may have
been obstructed by cloudy weather (Sprajc 1999;
see Zeilik 1985).
Notwithstanding, the astronomical alignments
canriot be adequately understood in terms of their
practical function only. Both at Teotihuacan and at
other Mesoamerican sites they are associated with the
most important public buildings, revealing that astronomical practices had a paramount role in social, religious, and even political life of prehispanic societies.
Acknowledgments. I am indebted to George L. Cowgill, Anthony
F. Aveni and three anonymous reviewers for valuable comments
on earlier drafts of this paper.
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Notes
I. It should be pointed out that the interpretations offered
here apply only to the two orientations dominating the overall
urban layout since the Tzacualli phase, while the orientations in
the earlier Patlachique phase settlement, located in the northwestern sector of the later city, are known to have been different
(Millon 1973:51) and must have a different explanation. An
early alignment pattern may also be reflected in the substructures recently found in the Pyramid of the Moon, since their orientation seems to differ several degrees from the one adopted by
the latest phase of the pyramid and conforming to the postTzacualli urban grid (Cabrera and Sugiyama 1999:21-28,
Figure 3).
2. It has been argued that Mesoamerican architectural orientations were astronomically functional, as a rule, in the east-west
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direction, mostly referring to the Sun's positions on the horizon
(Sprajc 1997, 1999); as it is, therefore, unlikely that the orientations of the Sun Pyramid and the Ciudadela were based on astronomical phenomena observable to the north or south, Table I
includes the data corresponding only to the east-west axes of
both structures. The dates given in Table I, as well as other dates
discussed in the paper, are Gregorian and valid for the relevant
epoch: due to precessional variations in the obliquity of the
ecliptic and in the heliocentric longitude of the perihelion of the
Earth's orbit (the latter element determining the length of astronomical seasons), on the one hand, and to the intercalation system used in the Gregorian calendar, on the other, one and the
same solar declination does not necessarily correspond in any
time span to exactly the same Gregorian date. For details on
methods and techniques employed in the alignment measurements and calculation procedures, see Sprajc (1999).
3. Dow (1967:327; see Millon 1973:13) established for the
Street of the Dead the deviation of 15"25' east of north, while
Alfonso Rangel (Millon 1973:13) and Aveni (1991:253, 355)
obtained the azimuth of 15°28', which agrees with tile results of
Morante's (1996:95) and my own measurements.
4. The mean east-west azimuth given in Table I
(106"26'/286"26') and based on my own readings along a number of wall faces is very close to the value of 106.3° established
by Morante (1996:215) for the compound's central axis, and
practically equal to the skew of 16°30' south of east assigned by
Dow (1967:326), Millon (1973:52), Aveni and Gibbs
(1976:Table I) and Aveni (1991:355) to East and West Avenues
running in both directions from the Ciudadela. The azimuth of
106°55' attributed to the Ciudadela by Dow (1967:328; see
Aveni and Gibbs 1976:Table 1; Aveni 1991:355; Ponce de Le6n
1982:61; Tichy 1991:Table 12-3) was measured along a single
wall (Dow 1967:328) and therefore cannot be considered as particularly reliable.
5. Systematic variations, had they been found, could be
interpreted as reflecting precessional shifts in the rising or setting azimuth of a star or asterism, e.g., the Pleiades, whose setting position, according to Dow (1967:328-330), may have
dictated the orientation of the Ciudadela.
6. The horizon altitudes given in Table 2 were calculated,
using the altitudes measured from the top of the pynunid (Table
3) and allowing for the pyramid's height and the distances to the
relevant points of the horizon identified on topographic maps.
7. Since the target declinations were virtually the same during some 1,500 years, we can conclude beyond reasonable
doubt that these alignments were intended to record solar rather
than stellar positions on the horizon: had they referred to the rising or setting point of a star, they would necessarily exhibit a
consistent azimuthal increase/decrease as a function of time,
corresponding to precessional shifts in the star's position on the
celestial vault.
8. The eastern horizon is so far away (ca. 18 km) that its altitude, upon raising the observing point to the pyramid's top,
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diminishes only II', resulting in a declination decrease of only
4'. On the contrary, the western horizon line is much nearer (ca.
4.5 km), so that its altitude diminishes 45'; the resultant declination decrease is 18', large enough for the sunset dates to shift
one day with respect to those recorded by the same orientation
at the natural ground level (Tables 2 and 3).
9. Assuming that deviations about 16.5° south of east were
dictated by the orientation of the Ciudadela, the problem of
eventual chronological priority of one group of the Teotihuacan
orientations with respect to the other cannot be solved until the
earliest structures of this compound and their orientations are
known. At the early phase of the Temple of Quetzalcoatl (before
the Adosada was added), the south face (tablero) of the structure's lower body provides the only east-west line whose orientation can be detenruned with accuracy; its azimuth (106"29')
suggests that the 16.5° skew was in use at the latest since the
Miccaotli phase, when the construction of this building started
(Cabrera 1991:35-36; Cowgill 1992:102), but the orientation of
its eventual substructure(s) remains unknown.
10. The orientation of the Ciudadela, like that of the Sun
Pyramid, can be quite confidently related to the Sun's positions
on the horizon, because practically the same declinations as
those corresponding to its east-west axis are indicated by alignments at several central Mexican archaeological sites from different periods, without manifesting any systematic timedependent shifts that could be explained in terms of precessional
movements of a star (Sprajc 1999).
11. It may be added that the dates of sunset in the axis of the
Pyramid of the Sun fall 52-53 days (ca. four 13-day periods)
before and after the summer solstice, and that calendrically significant intervals separate also the dates of solar phenomena
observable in some of the Teotihuacan caves (Morante
1996:95-96, 171-182). On the other hand, Aveni (1997) argues
that time reckoning by calendrical intervals is attested in the
pecked cross-circle designs found at Teotihuacan and elsewhere.
Such intervals facilitated predictions of the calendrical dates on
which certain events would occur: the days separated by multiples of 13 days had the same trecena numeral, while those separated by multiples of 20 days had the same veintena sign of the
260-day count. If two phenomena were separated by an interval
of 260 days, they obviously fell on identical dates of the sacred
cycle. It should be pointed out, however, that the 260-day intervals marked by alignments-even if they are fixed in the tropical year-by no means support the ideas about a fixed 260-day
calendrical cycle (see Broda 1993:263-264; Tichy
1991:151-158). It was precisely the rotating or continuous 260day cycle, such as is known to have existed, that could have simplified predictive calendrical computations based on known
observational schemes (Sprajc 1999).
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